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Installing the Graphics Card
The GTX 780 Ti is a big card, taking up two expansion-card bays on the
motherboard. It also plugs into the long PCIe slot, of which there are three
on the Maximus VI. The two PCIe slots closest to the CPU communicate with
the card at the fastest speeds possible, while the PCIe slot farthest from the
CPU runs at half the speed of the other two long PCIe slots. Keep this in mind
if you ever want to buy a second GTX 780 Ti and want to daisy-chain them
together to make what NVIDIA calls a Scalable Link Interface (SLI) connection.

Since we’re going to start with a single graphics card, we will install it in the
PCIe slot closest to the CPU on the motherboard. This not only makes it eas-
ier for us to install a second GTX 780 Ti later on, but it also keeps the cooling
fan on the side of the card unobstructed.

Before inserting the card into the long PCIe slot, remove the two expansion-
slot covers on the PC case that match where the graphics card will be
mounted. This should be the second and third slot covers, as shown in the
following figure and in Figure 62, Remove the second and third slot covers to
accommodate the graphics card, on page 8.

Figure 61—These are the PC-case slot covers.

With the card-slot covers removed, prepare the PCIe slot for insertion by
making sure the expansion slot’s white locking tab is slid back to accommodate
the three-sectioned connector on the bottom of the graphics card.
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Figure 62—Remove the second and third slot covers to accommodate the graphics card.

Position the video ports on the front of the card so they are
accessible through the two slots we removed the covers from. Align
the connector on the bottom of the card with the PCIe slot. Then
slowly yet firmly seat the card into the slot.

You should feel and hear the slot’s plastic locking tab click into place,
securing the card to the expansion slot. Refer to Figure 63, The GTX 780 Ti
card mounted in the PCIe expansion slot on the motherboard, on page 9 for
how the card should look once properly mounted in the expansion slot.

Powering the Graphics Card
As mentioned earlier, the GTX 780 Ti is power-hungry. It has to be in order
to deliver the high frame rates and real-time rendering pipelines it can achieve.
It also has a large cooling fan to keep the GPU’s temperature in check.
Therefore, in addition to the power it receives via its PCIe connection to the
motherboard, the GTX 780 Ti has two additional power connectors (an eight-
pin and a six-pin) on the top back of the card, as shown in Figure 64, The
GeForce GTX 780 Ti requires a lot of electricity to power it, on page 9.

Grab the two appropriate six- and eight-pin cable types from the bundle
included with the RM850. Plug them into the case and then into the PSU, as
shown in Figure 65, The GeForce GTX is plugged in, powered, and ready to
run, on page 9.

Now that the graphics card’s data and power connections are hooked up, we
can close the PC case by putting the two sides back on. Recall that we have
to plug the side fan into the available four-pin power adapter mentioned
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Figure 63—The GTX 780 Ti card mounted in the PCIe expansion slot on the motherboard

Figure 64—The GeForce GTX 780 Ti requires a lot of electricity to power it.

Figure 65—The GeForce GTX is plugged in, powered, and ready to run.
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toward the conclusion of the section Installing the CPU-Cooling Unit, on page
?. With the side fan powered and the PC case closed up, we can connect a
display to the graphics card to see the beautiful imagery that the GTX 780
Ti generates.
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